
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Game Rules  

Version 5.1 



OBJECTIVE 
 
In the Forgotten Times trading card game, two players battle each other for victory using their 
own custom decks. The object of the game is to defeat the other player by destroying their city. 
 
CARD LAYOUT 
 

KEY TERMS 
 
Runic Power [RP] - The main resource used to play soldier cards. RP is gained every round 
from Runic Infusion and is the only way to play soldier cards from your hand into the 
battlefield. 
 
Runic Infusion [RI] - The RI determines how many RP cards each player will draw at the 
start of their turn. The RI is 1 for player 1’s first turn. The RI then increases by 1 before 
player 2’s turn. The RI will continue increasing by 1 before each of player 2’s turns to a 
maximum of 6. The RI can never exceed 6. 
 

Example: On player 1’s third turn, the RI will be 3 and they draw 3 RP for their turn. 
When they pass, the RI increases to 4 and player 2 will draw 4 RP. When they pass back 
to player 1, the RI stays at 4 until player 2’s next turn, when the RI will increase to 5. 

Class – Heroes and soldiers can belong to one of three classes: Mortals, Gods, or Monsters 

Attack Power [AP] - When a card attacks or retaliates, it deals damage equal to its AP. 

Health Points [HP] - This refers to how much health a card has. A card is destroyed when its 
HP is reduced to 0. 

Attack – Soldier and hero cards can attack an enemy card once per turn, dealing damage 
equal to their AP and suffering retaliation. 



Retaliation – Refers to the amount of damage an attacking card receives from the defending 
card it is attacking. 

Damage - When a card receives damage, reduce its HP by that amount. Note that only cards 
with HP values can receive damage. 

Battle Fury [BF] - This resource is only available to hero cards. Every time a hero attacks, it 
gains 1 BF. As heroes gain BF, special hero powers are unlocked. Further, each hero has a 
unique spell that can be cast by spending BF. 
  

Prize Card – A reward card a player receives from killing an opponent’s soldier or hero. 
Prize Cards are drawn immediately but kept aside face down until the end of the turn. 
 
Blind – When a card is blind, it can’t retaliate, though it may still attack. 
 
Poison – When a card is poisoned, that card now receives double damage from attacks, 
which can occur when the card is attacking, or while defending, whichever comes first. This 
effect until damage is taken. 
 
Frozen – When a card is frozen, it can’t attack, though it may still retaliate. Frozen is a 
condition that lasts 1 turn. 
 
Starvation Mode - During gameplay, if you run out of cards to draw from your deck, you 
enter starvation mode. For every card you would normally draw but can’t, your city takes 
2 damage. This damage can’t reduce the city’s HP below 1 – the opposing player will still 
need to attack the city to win. 

Abilities – Some cards have unique abilities which can have a great effect on the game. These 
abilities can be found in the large text box section on the cards. 

 
CARD TYPES 
 
There are 5 different card types in Forgotten Times. Below you will find a detailed 
description of each card type. 
 

Soldier Card – These cards are the basic units that will be used for attacking and defending. 
Some soldier cards have powerful abilities that can be used when you play them or when 
the card is defeated. Examine these abilities carefully and try to make the best possible deck 
from your collection of cards. 
 
Hero Card – These cards are among the most powerful in the game. Every time a hero card 
attacks, it gains a special resource called Battle Fury. The hero card then unlocks abilities 
based on how much BF it has gained. Additionally, you can spend BF to activate a hero card’s 
special power. Spent BF is removed from the hero card, but can be regained all over again by 
attacking. 
  

Armor Card – These cards help keep soldier and hero cards alive much longer. Armor 
cards provide extra protection in the form of additional HP and sometimes other abilities. 
Armor cards must be destroyed before the card it is protecting can receive damage. 
 
Each soldier or hero card may only have one armor card at a time, but if your armor card is 
destroyed during your turn and you have another one in your hand, you may play it on the 
same card before you finish your turn. 
 



City Card - Your city is your life source. Should your city be destroyed, you lose the game. 

City Upgrades –Each deck contains exactly two city upgrade cards. These upgrades can be 
played on the city at any time during your turn and provide additional benefits. 

Specialty Cards - These cards can turn the tables in a game in a matter of seconds. Specialty 
cards have no cost to play, so they are very powerful. Most specialty cards have an immediate 
effect and are then discarded, but some have persistent effects. A deck must include exactly 15 
specialty cards, and there can be no duplicates, so it is important to maximize their effects to 
get a good advantage. 
 

BUILDING A DECK 
 
Each play deck consists of 56 cards, not including the BF or RP cards. The breakdown of the 
play deck is as follows: 
 

● 30 Soldier Cards 
● 15 Specialty Cards 
● 3 Hero Cards 
● 1 City Card 
● 2 City Upgrade Cards 
● 5 Armor Cards 

 
There are a few rules restricting how your play deck is constructed: 
 
Soldier Cards - You may not have more than 3 copies of any single common or uncommon 
card, and no more than 2 copies of any single rare, ultra-rare, or legendary card. These 
restrictions only apply to soldier cards. 
 
Armor Cards - A deck may not contain more than 5 armor cards. Furthermore, armor 
rarities are limited to a maximum of 1 legendary, up to 2 rare/ultra-rare, and up to 5 
common/uncommon. 
 
Example: If you have 10 armor cards in your collection, you can only place 5 of them into your 
active deck. Let's say you have 2 legendary armor cards, 3 rare armor cards, and 5 common 
cards. You can create the following combinations: 
 

● 1 Legendary, 2 Rare/Ultra-Rare, and 2 Common/Uncommon 
● 1 Legendary, 1 Rare/Ultra-Rare, and 3 Common/Uncommon 
● 1 Legendary, 0 Rare/Ultra-Rare, and 4 Common/Uncommon 
● 0 Legendary, 2 Rare/Ultra-Rare, and 3 Common/Uncommon 
● 0 Legendary, 1 Rare/Ultra-Rare, and 4 Common/Uncommon 
● 0 Legendary, 0 Rare/Ultra-Rare, and 5 Common/Uncommon 

 
Hero Cards - A deck must include exactly 3 hero cards, neither more nor less. There are no 
restrictions on duplicates. (If you wish, your deck may have 3 copies of the same hero card.) 
 
City Cards – A deck must contain exactly one city card and two city upgrade cards, with no 
duplicates allowed for city upgrades. 
 
Specialty Cards - A deck must have exactly 15 specialty cards, none of which can be 
duplicates. 
 
Battle Fury and Runic Power Cards - You may have as many RP and BF cards as you wish. 
However, you may never have more than 3 BF on a hero or more than 10 RP (6 from RI and 4 



saved with a city upgrade card) at one time, so these are the recommended numbers. 

Check the following quick reference table when building your deck. 
 

Card Type Number Duplicates 
Soldier 30 Yes (rarity restrictions apply) 
Armor 5 Yes (rarity restrictions apply) 
Hero 3 Yes 

City Card 1 N/A 
City Upgrades 2 No 

Specialty Cards 15 No 
Battle Fury (not part of the deck) 3 Yes 

Runic Power (not part of the deck) 10 Yes 
 
 

GAME SETUP 
 
To play Forgotten Times, each player will need their own deck. You will also need a way to 
track HP, AP, and RI. We recommend using dice (6-, 8-, 10-, 12-, and 20-sided dice all come in 
handy) to keep track of HP, AP, and the round number for the RI. Other options include using 
hit counters or coins, or just simply keeping track on a piece of paper. 
 
 

 
 

Play Deck – The deck that is constructed with the rules under “Building a Deck.” 

Discard Pile – Where all the cards that have been used or defeated are placed. 

Battlefield - The area where soldier cards are played. Hero and city cards are not part of the 
battlefield.  

 



Setting up the play area: 
 
First, set the Runic Infusion [RI] to 1 and randomly determine who will play first. 
 
Each player then places their city card in its area (see diagram above) and chooses one hero 
card to be the active hero and place it face down in the corresponding area (see diagram 
above). Additionally, place another hero card face down in the alt hero section. The alt hero is 
the nonactive hero and cannot attack but can still receive damage from card abilities, but 
cannot be attacked directly, only indirectly. These hero cards will be revealed when the game 
starts. Next, each player will make and shuffle their play deck and have their opponent cut the 
deck after shuffling. 

Reminder: Each play deck will consist of exactly 30 soldier cards, 2 city upgrade cards, 15 
specialty cards, 5 armor cards, and 1 unused hero card.  

You are now ready to play Forgotten Times! 

 
STARTING HAND 
 
Starting Draw - Draw 5 cards from your own play deck and place the drawn cards into your 
hand. The 5 drawn cards should be kept secret from the opposing player. Each player may 
receive one free mulligan, meaning that if you aren’t happy with the cards you have drawn, you 
may place all 5 cards at the bottom of your deck (shuffled) and draw 5 new cards. But be 
careful – you may only redraw once! When both players have drawn their starting hand, they 
can now reveal their hero card and begin the game. 
 
 
START OF TURN 
 
At the start of each of your turns, draw one card from your play deck, and also draw RP 
equal to the Runic Infusion [RI]. At the start of each of the second player’s turns, the RI is 
increased by one, meaning the second player will always be the first to draw additional RP. 
During the first turn, the RI is at 1, meaning the first player gains one RP card. On the second 
player’s turn, the RI increases to 2, so they will draw two RP even on their first turn. 
  

Example: On their 3rd turn, the first player will gain 3 RP. On their 3rd turn, the second player 
will gain 4 RP. 
 
NOTE: RI will increase to a maximum of 6. Players will never gain more than 6 RP per turn by 
default, although some cards can provide additional RP. 
 
 
RECRUITMENT PHASE 
 
The following card plays can be done in any sequence during your turn: 
 

● Put a soldier card in the battlefield, paying its RP cost.  
● Play a specialty card. 
● Play an armor card. 
● Play a city upgrade card 
● Replace a hero card 
● Switch active hero card (See Quick Game Pointers for stipulations on switching) 
● Trade 2 RP to draw an extra card from your play deck 

 



After you put your cards into the battlefield, your attack phase begins. 
 
ATTACK PHASE 
 
During this phase, you can attack the opposing player’s soldier card(s), hero card, or city. 
Certain targets may not be attacked if the following condition(s) are not met: 
 

● A hero card cannot be attacked if there are any soldier cards in the 
battlefield. 

● Cities cannot be attacked if a hero card or any soldier cards are still in the 
battlefield. 

 
Part of the strategy of the game is how to build your deck and how to attack with it. Your 
heroes and soldiers gain buffs and debuffs based on their class type. 
 
Buff – An effect that increases the stats or abilities of a card. 

Debuff – An effect that decreases the stats or abilities of a card. 

Each class type is strong against a certain class and weak against another. The buff/debuff will 
be determined by the class of attacking unit and the class of defending unit. Below is a table: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Note: Attacking the same class type results in neither a buff nor a debuff. 
 
Some hero cards grant AP bonuses to soldiers of the same class as the hero. Thus, an attacker 
can get bonus AP from your hero card and an additional +1 AP if the defending unit’s class is 
weak against the attacking card’s class. 
 
Example: The player is using the Gods starter deck Hero card Apollo, and it has 1 BF card under 
it. The player places a god’s soldier card in the battlefield that has a base of 2 AP. The player 
decides to attack a monster soldier card that has a base health of 4 HP. With the buff from the 
hero, the new AP of their soldier will be 3. However, 1 additional AP is granted for the type of 
class the player is facing, bringing the final AP to 4 and defeating their opponent's card in one hit, 
and receiving reduced retaliation damage, due to the class debuff. 
 

Gods
 

Gods
 

Mortals Mortals Monsters 
 

Monsters 
 



 
DRAWING CARDS 
 
Anytime you defeat an opponent’s soldier card, either on offense or defense, you draw a 
new card from your play deck, called a prize card. You cannot look at the prize card until 
the end of the turn, and it must remain facedown. 
 
Anytime you defeat an opponent’s hero card, you will receive two prize cards instead of the 
usual one. 
  

Certain soldier cards or specialty cards will allow you to draw more cards, too. There is no 
limit to how many cards you can have in your playing hand. However, if you are unable to draw 
any more cards from your play deck, then you will enter starvation mode as mentioned 
above under Key Terms above. 
 
 
STORING RUNIC POWER 
 
You can store up to 3 unspent RP at the end of your turn. This will be saved for your next turn 
and added to the amount gained from RI. Saving RP can allow you to prepare for a big turn 
that can flip things in your favor. 
 
 
WINNING THE GAME 
 
The object of the game is simple. To win, you must destroy your opponent's city.  
 
Reminder: You cannot attack your opponent’s city until their hero is defeated AND the 
battlefield is clear of all soldier cards.  
 
 

QUICK GAME POINTERS 
 

● To switch an active hero card with the alt hero card, the active hero card cannot have 
attacked during the round. Additionally, when switched, the new active hero card 
cannot attack until next turn. Both hero cards will keep their buffs/debuffs, armor, and 
any BF attached to them. 
 

● Only one hero card can be active at a time. If a hero is killed, then the alt hero card 
can be placed in its place instead.  
 

● Any unused RP can be carried over to the next round. Extra RP will be stored in the 
saved RP section, but it cannot exceed 3 RP cards, unless stated by a city upgrade 
card. 
 

● You can upgrade a city at any time during your turn only. 
 

● If you run out of cards to draw from your play deck, then starvation mode begins. 
[See above]. 
 

● There is no limit to how many soldier cards can be in the battlefield. 
 

● Please read each CARD TYPE to get a better understanding of how each card works and 
the specific rules for each type. 
 



● Prize cards cannot be played in the current turn. However, any card received from a 
card’s ability can be used in the current turn. 
 

● The game is won when one player destroys the other player's city card. 
 

● If you play a specialty card that requires you to place cards at the bottom of your play 
deck and that card requires you to draw more cards than are in your current play 
deck, then shuffle the cards in your current hand and place them at the bottom of the 
play deck. Then draw the number of cards needed. 

 
● You can trade in 2 RP cards to draw a card from your play deck 

 
 

GAMEPLAY FORMATS 
Tournament Style (Head-to-Head) 
This is the standard format of competitive play and the format that will be used at events and 
tournaments. Players build decks from their collections, randomly decide who will be player 
1 and who will be player 2 for the first game, and face each other in battle. 
 
Draft Style (Head-to-Head) 
A draft evens the playing field between players with collections of different sizes and 
introduces new strategies as all cards used are first opened in booster packs. Draft Style is a 
fun and challenging format that focuses on deck-building skill and meta knowledge. In a draft, 
each player will take turns picking one card from a booster pack and then passing the rest to 
their neighbor. This process is repeated until all the cards in the pack have been chosen, then 
is repeated until 3 booster packs have been drafted, giving each player 36 cards. Players then 
build their decks from these cards. Note that the usual deck building restrictions do not apply 
to draft style play.  
Unlike the tournament style, no preparation is required before a draft and players can 
compete with the cards they draft even if they don’t own any of their own. After playing, 
players keep anything they drafted along with any prizes they won! 
 
Campaign Style (solo or with up to 2 additional people) 
Unlike tournament and draft style play, campaigns can be played solo or cooperatively with 
up to two friends! Players use their decks to work together to combat dangerous Titans and 
their armies. All the same cards used for competitive play are useful for campaign play, but 
additional campaign cards need to be purchased separately. These are sold as complete sets 
and contain all the additional rules needed to embark on their epic journeys. 
 
SURVEY 
 
This game is now in the mass playtesting phase. The main purpose of Tabletop Simulator and 
the early release decks is to further polish up the game before mass production. To help us 
make the game better for the community, please submit a review survey. Furthermore, if there 
are any issues, please submit a review in the problem survey. Links are below or feel free to 
contact us directly via email or in discord chat: 
 
Game Review Survey: https://forgottentimestcg.com/pages/game-review  
 
Report a Problem Survey: https://forgottentimestcg.com/pages/report-a-problem  
 
Email: info@forgottentimestcg.com 

https://forgottentimestcg.com/pages/game-review
https://forgottentimestcg.com/pages/report-a-problem
mailto:info@forgottentimestcg.com


 
Discord: https://discord.gg/5SKpgadPcY  
 
Website: http://www.forgottentimestcg.com/ 

https://discord.gg/5SKpgadPcY
http://www.forgottentimestcg.com/
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